To get more detailed info, please visit the official website of CLEaR2015: http://www.jolace.com/conferences/clear2015/

The conference will be held during September 24-26, 2015 in Prague, in the historic building of the Czech Academy of Sciences (Národní 1009, Prague, the Czech Republic).

Important dates
- **Abstract Submission** Deadline: **June 30th, 2015** (included)
- **Notification of Acceptance**: **July 15th, 2015**
- **On-line registration** deadline for authors: **July 31st, 2015** (included)
- **Final Paper Submission** Deadline: **July 31st, 2015** (included)
- **Conference Dates**: **September 24th-26th, 2015**
- **Abstracts CD and Conference CD Proceedings** publication: **September 24, 2015**
- **Selected research papers** approved by the journal reviewers will be published in *Journal of Language and Cultural Education* (Vol. 3, Issue 3 & Vol. 4, Issue 1) publication: **September 30th, 2015 & January 31st, 2016**.

Topics
- Language and education,
- Literary studies
- Cultural studies
- Translation studies
- Applied linguistics (including sociolinguistics, psycholinguistics, and neurolinguistics) in language education
- Research methods in related fields

Presentation modalities
There will be 5 presentation modalities:

a) **Plenary** (40 min.)
The plenary presenters are kindly asked to restrict their presentations to 35 minutes followed by 5 minutes for discussion led by the chair of the session.

b) **Regular paper** (20 min.)
The paper presenters are kindly asked to restrict their presentations to 15 minutes followed by 5 minutes for discussion led by the chair of the session.

c) **Workshop** (30 min.)
Workshop sessions must include active audience participation through experiencing and discussing tasks provided by the workshop facilitator.

d) **Poster**
Posters are invited on any of the themes listed above. Posters may be any size up to a maximum of A1 (594mm x 840mm) or equivalent made up of separate sheets.

e) **Virtual papers**.
The authors who cannot come to CLEaR2015 in person are invited to present their papers on any of the themes listed above in the form of a videopresentation/a ppt presentation/a digital paper in the virtual session of the conference.
Registration fees [here](#)

**Working languages**
The official language of the conference is **English**. **French** and **German** may be used as working languages in special conference sessions.

**Publications**
All the accepted abstracts and papers will be published in **two ISBN publications**. They both will be included in Google Scholar and sent to be reviewed for their inclusion in the ISI Conference Proceedings Citation Index.

Papers approved by the reviewers will be published in the **JoLaCE: Journal of Language and Cultural Education** (ISSN 1339-4045 print, 1339-4584 online).

**Venue: Prague**

A special social events: The Prague guided tour & The Klementinum visit

Additionally to your participation in **CLEaR2015**, you will have the occasion to take the Prague guided tour, incl. the Prague Castle, the Old Town, and the Jewish Quarter (Kafka’s Prague). On Friday, the guided visit of the famous Klementinum is offered.

**The Klementinum** is home to the Czech Republic’s National Library. Situated in the romantic area of Prague’s Old Town, the Klementinum dates back to the 11th century when a chapel was erected and dedicated to St. Clement. In the middle ages, the complex became a Dominican monastery and afterwards in 1556 a Jesuit college and was at one point the third largest Jesuit college in the world. In 1773 Empress Maria Theresa established the Klementinum as a university, library and observatory. In 1781 the National Library was founded on site. The Baroque complex is the second largest complex in Prague after the magnificent Prague Castle and features beautiful architectural facades, lush courtyards with numerous sundials and attractions such as the 68 meters high Astronomical Tower, which affords exquisite views over the labyrinthine city of Prague, the frescoed Baroque Library Hall and the extraordinary Mirror Chapel (www.klementinum.com).

Come and experience these beautiful places for yourself!

**Organisers:**

[SlovakEdu, n.o.](http://www.jolace.com)  [Faculty of Arts, Prešov University,](http://www.unipo.sk/filozoficka-fakulta/iaa/about)  [Česko-slovenská asociácia porovnávacej literárnej vedy ***](http://komparatistika.sav.sk)

[Czech and Slovak Association of Comparative Literature](#)